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Abstract—We examined the prediction that people activate perceptual symbols during language comprehension. Subjects read sentences describing an animal or object in a certain location. The shape of the object or animal changed as a function of its location (e.g., eagle in the sky, eagle in a nest). However, this change was only implied by the sentences. After reading a sentence, subjects were presented with a line drawing of the object in question. They judged whether the object had been mentioned in the sentence (Experiment 1) or simply named the object (Experiment 2). In both cases, responses were faster when the pictured object’s shape matched the shape implied by the sentence than when there was a mismatch. These results support the hypothesis that perceptual symbols are routinely activated in language comprehension.

Consider the sentences The ranger saw the eagle in the sky and The ranger saw the eagle in its nest. According to most theories of language comprehension, the linguistic input would be converted to a propositional representation (e.g., Kintsch, 1998; Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978) such as [[SAW[RANGER,EAGLE]], [IN[EAGLE,SKY]]] and [[SAW[RANGER,EAGLE]], [IN[EAGLE,NEST]]]. Thus, the propositional representations for the two sentences would be largely identical, with the exception of the noun specifying the location. However, intuition suggests that this cannot be the whole story. After all, when a bird is in the air, it usually has its wings outstretched, and when it is in its nest, it usually has its wings folded. These differences are not captured in an amodal propositional structure like the one just given, although such a structure is routinely assumed by language comprehension researchers. Figure 1 illustrates a similar example. The shape of an egg is different when it is in the refrigerator than when it is in a skillet.

Inspired by a philosophical tradition that has thus far remained outside the mainstream of cognitive science, Barsalou (1999) recently argued that perceptual representations rather than amodal propositions are the building blocks of cognition. Perceptual symbols are the residues of a perceptual experience, stored as patterns of activation in the brain. Because attention is limited, perceptual symbols are typically schematic, rather than being akin to high-resolution video clips or high-fidelity sound clips. However, unlike amodal propositions, perceptual symbols bear an analog relationship with their referents. Barsalou hypothesized that perceptual symbols are used in perceptual simulations that make up human cognitive processes.

In a recent study (Stanfield & Zwaan, 2001), we found support for this idea in the domain of language comprehension. We presented subjects with sentences such as He hammered the nail into the wall or He hammered the nail into the floor. In the first sentence, the nail’s orientation is horizontal, whereas in the second sentence it is vertical. Each sentence was followed by a line drawing of an object. For the experimental items, this was always the object whose implied orientation was being manipulated in the sentence. The object in the drawing was presented either in a horizontal or in a vertical orientation, thus creating a match or a mismatch with the orientation implied by the sentence. The subjects made speeded recognition responses as to whether the object in the picture was mentioned in the sentence.

We tested two competing predictions. Perceptual symbol theories assume that people activate and manipulate perceptual symbols during language comprehension, such that an object’s implied orientation in a sentence would be part of the mental representation of that sentence. Thus, according to such theories, responses would be faster when the object’s implied orientation in the sentence matched the object’s orientation in the picture compared with when there was a mismatch between the implied and pictured orientations. In contrast, in an amodal propositional representation the object’s orientation would not be represented. Thus, according to amodal symbol theories, the match-mismatch manipulation would not affect response latencies to the picture. Our findings supported the perceptual symbol hypothesis. Responses were significantly faster when there was a match between implied orientation and pictured orientation than when there was a mismatch.

The purpose of the present study was to extend these findings in two ways. First, if language comprehenders represent the implied orientation of objects, they should also represent their implied shape. Thus, there should be a mismatch effect when subjects are presented with The ranger saw the eagle in the sky followed by a picture of an eagle with folded wings and also when subjects are presented with The ranger saw the eagle in its nest followed by a picture of an eagle with outstretched wings. We tested this hypothesis in two experiments. In Experiment 1, we used the same recognition paradigm as in our previous study (Stanfield & Zwaan, 2001). However, in a second extension of our earlier work, we used a naming task in Experiment 2. The naming task arguably provides a stronger test of the perceptual hypothesis in that unlike a recognition task it does not require an explicit comparison between the sentence and the picture.

EXPERIMENT 1

Subjects

Fifty-one undergraduate students enrolled in introductory psychology courses at The Florida State University participated for course credit. The data of 7 subjects were discarded because of computer problems (not all the data for a given subject were recorded or the data file was corrupted). The data of 2 additional subjects were discarded because of extremely long median response latencies (>1,300 ms).

Materials

Seventy-two black-and-white drawings obtained from Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980) and from a popular clip-art package were used. Of these pictures, 24 were used to construct filler items. The remaining 48 experimental pictures formed pairs, with the two members of a
pair showing different shapes of the same object. For example, one member of the pair might be a picture of an eagle with wings outstretched as if in flight and the other member a picture of an eagle with wings drawn in, as if perched. Other animals and objects used included an egg (in a carton vs. in a pan), an onion (in a basket vs. in batter), a frog (sitting vs. leaping), a book (on a table vs. on a photocopyer), and bread (a loaf vs. a slice). Each picture was scaled to occupy a square of about 3 in.

Seventy-two sentences were created to accompany the pictures: 24 filler sentences and 48 experimental sentences. The experimental sentences were organized in pairs, with the two members of each pair implying different shapes of the same object. The filler sentences all mentioned an object (by way of a concrete noun) other than the one that was presented in the picture, and thus required a “no” response on the recognition task. The experiment was run on a PowerMac 7200/120 with an Apple Multiple Scan 15 Display using the PsyScope software program (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993). Responses were recorded via the keyboard, using the “x” for “no” responses and the period key for “yes” responses.

### Design and Procedure

We created four lists that counterbalanced items and conditions. Each list included a different one of the four possible versions (2 sentences × 2 pictures) for each object. Each subject saw one of these lists. This produced a 2 (condition: match vs. mismatch) × 2 (picture version) × 2 (list) design, with condition and shape (picture version) within-subjects variables and list a between-subjects variable. Thus, each subject saw 24 experimental sentence-picture pairs (12 match and 12 mismatch), requiring “yes” responses and 24 filler pairs, requiring “no” responses.

Subjects were instructed to read each sentence, and then to decide if the pictured object that followed had been mentioned in the preceding sentence. Subjects were further told that reaction times were being measured and that it was important for them to make the decisions as quickly as possible. During each trial, subjects first saw a sentence, left-justified on the screen, that either mentioned or did not mention the object they would later see. They pressed the space bar when they had understood the sentence, and then a fixation point appeared in the center of the screen for 250 ms, followed by a picture. Subjects then determined if the pictured item had been mentioned in the previous sentence. The experiment took approximately 30 min to complete.

### Results and Discussion

Table 1 displays the mean of the median response latencies as well as response accuracy for each condition. (Median response latencies were used rather than means because of the within-subjects variability. However, analyses done on the averages yielded the same statistical pattern as the analyses with the medians.) We conducted a 2 (condition: match vs. mismatch) × 2 (picture version) × 2 (list) analysis of variance (ANOVA), with list as the only between-subjects variable, on the recognition response latencies and accuracy.

There was a significant mismatch effect on response latency: Responses were faster when sentence and picture matched than when they mismatched, $F_1(1, 38) = 13.14, p < .001$; $F_2(1, 44) = 14.54, p < .001$. The two-way interaction between condition and list was not significant, $F_1(1, 38) = 3.55, p < .07; F_2 < 1$. The interaction between condition and picture version was significant in the analysis by items only, $F_1 < 1; F_2(1, 46) = 7.04, p < .015$. The three-way interaction involving all three factors was not significant, $F_1 < 1; F_2(1, 44) = 2.10, p > .15$.

Analyses of response accuracy showed that responses were more accurate when there was a match than when there was a mismatch, but this effect was significant in the analysis by subjects only, $F_1(1, 38) = 12.69, p < .001$; $F_2(1, 44) = 1.26, p > .25$. The Condition × List interaction was significant in the analysis by items only, $F_1(1, 38) = 1.20, p > .25; F_2(1, 44) = 9.05, p < .005$. The interaction between condition and picture version was not significant, $F_1(1, 38) = 1.47, p > .2; F_2(1, 44) = 1.75, p > .15$. The three-way interaction was not significant by subjects, but was significant by items, $F_1 < 1; F_2(1, 44) = 13.04, p < .001$.

These results support the prediction derived from perceptual symbol theory. Apparently, subjects represented the implied shape of the object when comprehending the sentence, so that responses to the picture were slower when the picture mismatched the implied shape than when there was a match between the pictured and implied shapes. The goal of Experiment 2 was to examine whether the same effect could be obtained with a task that does not call for a comparison between the picture and the sentence. In this experiment, the subjects merely named the picture after having read the sentence.

We also included a neutral condition in Experiment 2. The sentences in this condition did not imply anything about the shape of the object (e.g., The ranger heard the eagle in the forest). We included this condition to explore whether the mismatch effect observed in Experiment 1—and our previous study (Stanfield & Zwaan, 2001)—was due to a response facilitation in the match condition or a response inhibition in the mismatch condition. If the results were due to facilitation, response times in the neutral and mismatch conditions would be equal;

---

**Table 1. Object recognition latencies and accuracy in Experiment 1 and picture naming times in Experiment 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Match</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction time</td>
<td>697 (202)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage correct</td>
<td>97 (6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** Standard deviations are given in parentheses.
if the results were due to inhibition, response times in the neutral condition and match condition would be equal.

**EXPERIMENT 2**

**Subjects**

Fifty-seven undergraduate students enrolled in introductory psychology courses at The Florida State University participated for course credit. The data of 6 of those subjects were discarded because of the same computer problems as in Experiment 1.

**Materials**

The same line drawings and sentences as in Experiment 1 were used. An additional 24 neutral sentences that did not suggest a particular shape for the relevant object were created for the neutral condition. The experiment was run on a PowerMac 7200/120 with an Apple Multiple Scan 15 Display using Psyscope (Cohen et al., 1993). Responses were recorded using a Koss SB-30 headset-microphone attached to a Carnegie Mellon University button box.

**Design and Procedure**

We created six lists that counterbalanced items and conditions. Each list included a different one of the six possible versions (3 sentences × 2 pictures) for each object. Each subject saw one list. Thus, each subject saw 24 filler items, 8 match items, 8 mismatch items, and 8 neutral items. This design produced a 3 (condition: match vs. mismatch vs. neutral) × 2 (picture version) × 3 (list) design, with list as the only between-subjects variable. The procedure was nearly identical to that of Experiment 1. The only difference was that, instead of deciding whether the pictured object had been mentioned by the preceding sentence, subjects named the object.

**Results**

Table 1 shows the average naming time for each of the three conditions. A 3 (condition: match vs. mismatch vs. neutral) × 2 (picture version) × 3 (list) ANOVA with list as the only between-subjects factor yielded a significant overall effect of condition by subjects, $F_{(2, 90)} = 3.71, p < .04$. Picture version did not significantly interact with condition, $F_{(2, 90)} = 1.78$, nor did list, $F_{(4, 90)} = 2.07, p > .13$, and neither did list × condition, $F_{(4, 90)} = 2.20$. The three-way interaction among condition, picture version, and list was significant in the analysis by items only, $F_{(1, 60)} = 4.64, p < .025$. The neutral condition was marginally significantly faster than the mismatch condition in the analysis by subjects only, $F_{(1, 45)} = 4.01, p = .05$; $F_{2} < 1$.

**Discussion**

These results extend those of Experiment 1 in that they show a mismatch effect even when the task, naming, does not call for a comparison between the sentence and the picture. It is interesting to note that the size of this effect was comparable across the two experiments: $d = .32$ in Experiment 1 and $d = .27$ in Experiment 2.

The results do not support either of the predictions pertaining to the neutral condition. It does not appear that the mismatch effect is due to a facilitation of responses in the match condition relative to the mismatch and neutral conditions, given that naming was significantly slower in the neutral condition than in the match condition. Similarly, it does not appear that the mismatch effect is due to an inhibitory effect in the mismatch condition because naming was not significantly faster in the neutral condition than in the mismatch condition. However, the fact that the mean naming time in the neutral condition fell in between the naming times for the match and mismatch conditions is consistent with a scenario that can be derived from perceptual symbol theory. According to this scenario, comprehenders routinely activate perceptual symbols that include the shape of objects, even when the shape is not implied or articulated by the linguistic input. If this is the case, then given the counterbalancing scheme, a match between the sentence and the picture would be expected in half the observations and a mismatch would be expected in the other half. As a consequence, the average naming latencies in the neutral condition would fall between those of the match and mismatch conditions. This speculative scenario provides a post hoc explanation for the observed pattern of results. More extensive research is needed before firmer conclusions can be reached regarding the default representation of object shapes.

**CONCLUSION**

Our results, along with those of our previous study (Stanfield & Zwaan, 2001) and those of other recent studies (Fincher-Kiefer, in press; Kaschak & Glenberg, 2000; Kellenbach, Wijers, & Mulder, 2000), support the idea that people activate perceptual symbols of referents during language comprehension (Barsalou, 1999), even when the perceptual characteristics are merely implied rather than explicitly stated. Moreover, our results show that the sentential context has a strong and rather immediate impact on the nature of the mental representation (see also Hess, Foss, & Carroll, 1995; van Berkum, Hagoort, & Brown, 1999). These findings are consistent with the idea (e.g., Langacker, 1987) that the representation of meaning from linguistic input is a dynamic process involving malleable perceptual representations rather than the mechanical combination of discrete components of meaning (see also Barsalou, 1999; Glenberg, 1997; MacWhinney, 1999). The challenge for future research is to examine in more detail the theoretical and empirical ramifications of such a perceptual view of language comprehension.
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